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The global apparel, footwear, and personal accessories resale market is 
already significant and is poised to grow

The apparel, footwear, and accessories resale market 
represents 2% of the broader fashion and luxury market

The global market has a potential CAGR of 
15% to 20% over the next five years

Sources: Euromonitor; BCG analysis.
Note: BCG analysis for market sizing took two approaches: evaluation of total market size and calibration through market shares; and evaluation of total population expenditure and decomposition in share of
wallet by channel type. CAGR = compound annual growth rate. 
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Consumers are increasingly filling their closets with secondhand items

Secondhand-market penetration 
is on the rise

Closet share of secondhand fashion could 
grow from 21% to 27%

% of population that had purchased a 
secondhand product in the past year

% of wardrobe composition by channel for 
secondhand customers

Sources: Altagamma research 2020 (left); BCG x VC Resale Survey, mid-May to mid-June 2020 (right). 
Note: Numbers are from developed markets. Because of rounding, not all figures sum to 100.
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Source: BCG x VC Resale Survey, mid-May to mid-June 2020.
Note: Because of rounding, not all figures sum to 100.

Secondhand consumption is increasingly driven by 
sustainability and affordability 

 Strongly agree  Slightly disagree  Strongly disagree Slightly agree  Neither agree nor disagree
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I am able to find a 
large selection of items 
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Trend and
uniqueness
I find unique pieces 
to enhance my style
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Environmental
consciousness
I like the sustainable 
aspect of purchasing 
secondhand items
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Affordability/
purchase power
I buy items I can’t 
afford at full price

% of respondents who identify the following reasons as drivers of their secondhand consumption
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Source: BCG analysis.
Note: Because of rounding, not all figures sum to 100.  

The secondhand market comprises six very different consumer profiles

Secondhand trialists

<35 years old <35 years old <35 years old35+ years old 35+ years old 35+ years oldDemographic

Consumption

Needs Authentication 
and experience

Exclusivity and 
uniqueness

Uniqueness seekers Impulsive sophisticates Trendy millennials Sustainability adepts Amateur merchants

Lowest activity rate in
the secondhand market
(mostly first-time users); 
high spending per occasion 
because of focus on 
high-value items

Active on resale 
platforms in both 
engagement (follows, 
likes) and buying, with 
intention to search for 
uniqueness

Convenient buying
process (impulsive), 
different brand options 
for brand loyalists

Active on resale platforms 
in engagement (follows, 
likes); buy very frequently
in search of uniqueness;
sell to buy more items,
generally secondhand

Ability to follow new 
trends, social interaction

Very active in social 
interactions; sell to buy 
more items (both new 
and secondhand)

Sustainability and 
experience

Not very active in selling; 
do not buy frequently; 
have low spending per 
occasion but engage with 
many platforms

Convenient selling 
process

Buy very little secondhand 
but are quite active in 
selling on a limited 
number of platforms

BUYERS ONLY  SELLERS ONLYBUYERS AND SELLERS

Segment share:       By # of people  |       By secondhand spending       By secondhand and firsthand spending

$

17% 17% 12% 13%
2%

9%



Source: BCG analysis.

The secondhand market offers multiple opportunities 
for increased engagement

3

Secondhand trialists already
care about sustainability; they can 
start selling with the intention of 
becoming more sustainable

Secondhand trialists can start 
selling to buy more items (often 
secondhand) to become trendier 

Uniqueness seekers can
start selling to buy more items
and transition into the impulsive 
sophisticates segment

Amateur merchants can start
to use earnings to buy more 
secondhand items 
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Source: BCG x VC Resale Survey, mid-May to mid-June 2020.
Note: Averages based on rounded figures. 

The pandemic has accelerated consumer trends in sustainability, 
sales channels, and fashion consumption
Responses to the question: “Once things start to normalize, 
how do you plan to adapt your behavior toward fashion?”
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Buy more from socially responsible companies

Reduce the number of items I own/buy

 Consume less

Buy more from online secondhand platforms

 Make fewer impulse purchases

 Buy more online

Limit fashion expenses to save money because of uncertainty

Shift fashion expenses to more purpose-driven categories
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% of respondents who rank the following 
behaviors first or second among planned changes
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Buy more quality items to keep for a long time

 Adopt a more sustainable behavior
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Source: BCG x VC Resale Survey, mid-May to mid-June 2020
Note: Averages based on rounded figures.

A thriving secondhand market drives 
sustainable consumption 

How do you plan to adapt your 
behavior from a sustainability 
perspective?85% 

70% 
The Durability Boost

The Upscale Effect

60% 
The Circular Life Cycle

of preowned buyers participate 
to reduce overconsumption by 
trading up fast fashion to fewer, 
better-quality items

of fashion consumers are encouraged 
to take greater care of their items 
thanks to the existence of a liquid 
secondhand market

of preowned sellers would not have 
given a second life to their items 
without the existence of a second-
hand market 
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Source: BCG x VC Resale Survey, mid-May to mid-June 2020.
148% of secondhand shoppers purchased a preowned item from a newly discovered brand in the past year.  

Luxury brands benefit from a healthy secondhand market

62%

48%

31%

Sustainability

Customer
acquisition

Customer
loyalty

of secondhand shoppers purchased a 
brand that was new to them; nearly all 
would consider buying these brands again1 

of secondhand sellers bought new high-end 
goods with the money they made selling 
preowned goods

• Consumers appreciate purpose-led organizations that 
   care about sustainability
• Brands can adopt a comprehensive sustainability 
   approach and account for the full life cycles of products

• Consumers discover brands through secondhand shopping
• A preowned market encourages consumers to purchase 
   high-end brands

• Brands can reward sellers with buy-back programs and 
   exclusive loyalty benefits
• Sellers can shop for new items with the money they 
   gain from selling old ones

of consumers would be more willing to 
buy from fashion brands that partner with 
secondhand players


